
Detecto 6857DHR ProMed Digital Bariatric Scales 1,000 lb x 0.2 lb
Digital Weight - Digital Height Rod - Body Mass Index The 6857DHR ProMed
scale is designed for optimum performance and displays height, weight, and BMI
simultaneously by simply raising the digital height rod while a patient is being
weighed on the scale. No keys to push, no operational sequences to memorize,
it's fully automatic. The 6857DHR is EMR-ready with its serial port. The Scale
also comes with a digital height rod for height measurement 

 

Manufature: Detecto
SKU: 6857DHR  

UPC: 809161148503 

Please Call
(800)832-0055 

Features

The 6854DHR USA-made bariatric scales are designed for optimum performance and display
weight, height, and BMI simultaneously (shown below) by simply raising the digital height rod while
a patient is being weighed on the scale. There are no keys to push, no operational sequences to
memorize, it’s fully automatic. These bariatric scales are EMR-ready with USB, serial, and optional
Wi-Fi. The ability to print or save weight data with these scales is a real time-saving device for
clinics, doctor’s offices, long-term care facilities, and other medical institutions.

Detectos state-of-the-art MedVue® digital weight indicator includes DB9 serial, USB, and optional
wired or Wi-Fi Ethernet output for data transfer to a printer or PC-based EMR (electronic medical
record) software. With the time/date feature, the scale can send the weight, time, date, BMI (Body
Mass Index), and height directly to a printer or a PC for record keeping. The 350-degree swivel
mounting bracket allows it to be positioned wherever its easiest for viewing.

 Digital measurement speed and accuracy
Stainless steel handrails for assurance
Integral wheels for quick and easy transportc
Height rod measures up to 67" / 200 cm
Includes NEW Detecto MV1 indicator (click here for specs) 



Specifications

Model 6857DHR 6857DHR-AC 6857DHR-C 6857DHR-C-AC

Capacity x
Readability

1000 lb x 0.2 lb 1000 lb x 0.2
lb

1000 lb x 0.2
lb 1000 lb x 0.2 lb

450 kg x 0.1 kg 450 kg x 0.1
kg

450 kg x 0.1
kg 450 kg x 0.1 kg

Platform Size 24 x 24 in
61 x 61 cm

DIGITAL HEIGHT
ROD

MEASUREMENTS
43" / 110 cm - 79" / 200 cm

Power
Optional model 6800-1045 AC
adapter or 6 AA batteries (not
included

AC adapter
(included) or 6
C batteries
(not included)

Optional
model
6800-1045
AC adapter or
6 AA batteries
(not included)

AC adapter
(included) or 6
C batteries (not
included)

Indicator MedVue® Model MV1
Indicator

Dimensions
9.8 in W x 6.8 in H x 1.8 in D 
24.9 cm W x 17.2 cm H x 4.6 cm D

LCD Digits 0.9 in / 22 mm high LCD, 5 digit, 7 segment

Keypad Buttons ON/OFF, ZERO, UNITS, LOCK/RELEASE, NET/ GROSS, TARE, ID/HEIGHT,
BMI, PRINT/ENTER, alphanumeric keys

Connectivity RS232 serial and USB RS232 serial
and USB

RS232 serial,
USB, and
WiFi/Bluetooth

RS232 serial,
USB, and
WiFi/Bluetooth

Shipping Weight 85 lb / 39 kg
Country of Origin USA

UPC Code 809161148503 809161317800 809161323702 809161323801
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